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A L L  A B O U T  U S

OVERVIEW
All shimmering metal & glass, spread across two floors at the base 
of one of London’s iconic landmarks – the Heron Tower – The Drift 
is a sanctuary in the heart of the City. Situated mere moments from 
Liverpool Street Station, the stunning bar & restaurant offers a seasonal 
British menu & innovative cocktails whilst the décor brims with quirky 
collectibles, hidden alcoves, a mixology table & fine dining nook.  
From morning to night, The Drift will effortlessly meet your needs  
for any event, large or small. 

FOOD & DRINK 
Crafted by Executive Chef Robert Mitchell, The Drift’s menu is inspired 
by the latest trends here in London & across the globe with dishes full 
of seasonal, British produce. Serving seven days a week, the carefully 
crafted menu offers exceptional options throughout the day, from 
breakfast & Sunday brunch through to lunch, dinner & late night bites. 
Similarly, cocktails incorporate old classics & tried-&-trusted favourites 
as well as the new, the unexpected & the surprising with special skinny 
cocktails, too. The wine list is equally impressive with a variety of 
vintages from both new & old worlds. Ice-cold Prosecco & Champagne 
are well stocked, primed perfectly for all manner of City celebrations.



STYLE 
Set within the bustle of the Square Mile on Bishopsgate, enter  
The Drift via the ground floor entrance, greeted by a walnut bar 
flanked by an impressive array of oversized shelves holding an eclectic 
assortment of pieces from an Artful Life. Ascend the glass staircase to 
the secluded ‘cabana’ where you & up to 11 friends could find yourself 
face-to-face with colourful underwater life as you enjoy a view of 
Europe’s largest private aquarium. Upstairs, the lounge bar features 
low-slung comfy chairs & soft banquette seating whilst the dedicated 
mixology table is ideal for groups who want to mix & muddle. For an 
exclusive event, the fine dining nook is a wonderfully decadent  
semi-private area. Set back from the main dining room & seating 14,  
it’s opulently styled with gold wallpaper & intimate lighting to create  
a luxurious setting.

FILMING & PHOTOGRAPHY 
The Drift is regularly used for photoshoots & filming as an elegant 
scene-stealing setting, situated in the heart of the City. It’s also a great 
spot for product launches, after-show & wrap parties, fashion shoots, 
music videos & celebrity interviews.



EVENTS
Elegant & charming, a number of areas at The Drift are bookable for events 
– from small groups of friends to big business functions, opulent champagne 
receptions to a blow-out birthday to remember – every package is served 
with a delightful twist. Organise a standing drinks reception or networking 
evening with exclusive hire of the whole venue for 450 people.

Every event is unique which is why we give you the option to create your 
own bespoke drink & canapé packages. Trouble deciding? Our favourite 
recommended packages are there to help, from interactive mixology 
masterclasses to aid team building right through to high-profile boardroom 
meetings. Simply allow our dedicated events planners to sprinkle a little 
magic on the spark of an idea.





L O C A T I O N

The Drift is conveniently located within short walking distance of 
four Underground stations – Liverpool Street, Aldgate, Aldgate 
East & Moorgate – offering ease of access to six tube lines  
(District, Circle, Metropolitan, Hammersmith & City, Central, 
Northern) & National Rail services via Liverpool Street Station, 
ensuring a seamless connection throughout central London & 
towards the suburbs in various directions.
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G R O U N D  F L O O R
Main Bar Seated:  100 
Main Bar Standing: 200
Restaurant Standing: 350
Restaurant Seated: 220
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F I R S T  F L O O R
Total Standing Space: 450 
Total Seated Space: 220
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